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When saving for retirement,
you're probably aware of the
benefits of using
tax-preferred accounts such
as 401(k)s and IRAs. But you
may not be aware of another
type of tax-preferred account
that may prove very useful,
not only during your working years but also in
retirement: the health savings account (HSA).

HSA in a nutshell

It is commonplace to transact business,
pay bills, maintain memberships and
subscribe to various services online. If
your spouse or significant other
becomes incapacitated or passes away,
would you have access to their computer
and online accounts? Without knowing
their User IDs and passwords, managing
the family’s finances can add a
tremendous amount of strain to an
already difficult situation.
We suggest creating a list (a
spreadsheet is useful) containing every
website, user ID and password for each
family member. Document the security
questions that periodically pop up.
Maintain the list in a location known by at
least 1-2 family members. If possible,
use a password to access the list (and
give it to someone). Keep the list current
and don’t wait until something happens
to figure things out…plan ahead!
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An HSA is a tax-advantaged account that's
paired with a high-deductible health plan
(HDHP). You can't establish or contribute to an
HSA unless you are enrolled in an HDHP. An
HDHP provides "catastrophic" health coverage
that pays benefits only after you've satisfied a
high annual deductible. However, you can use
funds from your HSA to pay for health
expenses not covered by the HDHP.

HSA as a retirement tool
During your working years, if your health
expenses are relatively low, you may be able to
build up a significant balance in your HSA over
time. You can even let your money grow until
retirement, when your health expenses are
likely to be greater.
In retirement, medical costs may prove to be
one of your biggest expenses. Although you
can't contribute to an HSA once you enroll in
Medicare (it's not considered an HDHP), an
HSA can help you pay for qualified medical
expenses, allowing you to preserve your
retirement accounts for other expenses (e.g.,
housing, food, entertainment, etc.). And an
HSA may provide other benefits as well.

• An HSA can be used to pay for unreimbursed
medical costs on a tax-free basis, including
Medicare premiums (although not Medigap
premiums) and long-term care insurance
Contributions to an HSA are generally either tax
premiums, up to certain limits.
deductible if you contribute them directly, or
• You can repay yourself from your HSA for
excluded from income if made by your
qualified medical expenses you incurred in
employer. HSAs typically offer several savings
prior years, as long as the expense was
and investment options. Your employer will
incurred after you established your HSA, you
likely indicate which funds or investment
weren't reimbursed from another source, and
options are available if you get your HSA
you didn't claim the medical expense as an
through work. All investments are subject to
itemized deduction.
market fluctuation, risk, and loss of principal.
•
And once you reach age 65, withdrawals for
When sold, investments may be worth more or
nonqualified expenses won't be subject to the
less than their original cost.
20% penalty. However, the withdrawal will be
Withdrawals from the HSA for qualified medical
taxed as ordinary income, similar to a
expenses are free of federal income tax.
distribution from a 401(k) or traditional IRA.
However, money you take out of your HSA for
• At your death, if your surviving spouse is the
nonqualified expenses is subject to ordinary
designated beneficiary of your HSA, it will be
income taxes plus a 20% penalty, unless an
treated as your spouse's HSA.
exception applies.
HSAs aren't for everyone. If you have relatively
Benefits of an HSA
high health expenses, especially within the first
An HSA can be a powerful savings tool. First, it year or two of opening your account, you could
may be the only type of account that allows for deplete your HSA or even face a shortfall. In
federal income tax-deductible or pre-tax
any case, be sure to review the features of your
contributions coupled with tax-free withdrawals. health insurance policy carefully. The cost and
Depending upon the state, HSA contributions
availability of an individual health insurance
and earnings could be subject to state taxes. In policy can depend on factors such as age,
addition, because there's no "use it or lose it"
health, and the type and amount of insurance.
provision, funds roll over from year to year. And
the account is yours, so you can keep it even if
you change employers or lose your job.
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Reviewing Your Estate Plan
An estate plan is a map that explains how you
want your personal and financial affairs to be
handled in the event of your incapacity or
death. Due to its importance and because
circumstances change over time, you should
periodically review your estate plan and update
it as needed.

An estate plan should be
reviewed periodically,
especially after a major life
event. Here are some ideas
about when to review your
estate plan and some things
to review when you do.

• Do you have a valid will? Does it reflect your
current goals and objectives about who
receives what after you die? Is your choice of
an executor or a guardian for your minor
children still appropriate?
• In the event you become incapacitated, do
you have a living will, durable power of
attorney for health care, or Do Not
When should you review your estate
Resuscitate order to manage medical
plan?
decisions?
Reviewing your estate plan will alert you to any
• In the event you become incapacitated, do
changes that need to be addressed. For
you have a living trust or durable power of
example, you may need to make changes to
attorney to manage your property?
your plan to ensure it meets all of your goals, or
when an executor, trustee, or guardian can no • What property do you own and how is it titled
(e.g., outright or jointly with right of
longer serve in that capacity. Although there's
survivorship)? Property owned jointly with
no hard-and-fast rule about when you should
right of survivorship passes automatically to
review your estate plan, you'll probably want to
the surviving owner(s) at your death.
do a quick review each year, because changes
in the economy and in the tax code often occur • Have you reviewed your beneficiary
on a yearly basis. Every five years, do a more
designations for your retirement plans and life
thorough review.
insurance policies? These types of property
pass automatically to the designated
You should also review your estate plan
beneficiaries at your death.
immediately after a major life event or change
in your circumstances. Events that should
• Do you have any trusts, living or
trigger a review include:
testamentary? Property held in trust passes
to beneficiaries according to the terms of the
• There has been a change in your marital
trust. There are up-front costs and often
status (many states have laws that revoke
ongoing expenses associated with the
part or all of your will if you marry or get
creation and maintenance of trusts.
divorced) or that of your children or
grandchildren.
• Do you plan to make any lifetime gifts to
family members or friends?
• There has been an addition to your family
through birth, adoption, or marriage
• Do you have any plans for charitable gifts or
(stepchildren).
bequests?
• Your spouse or a family member has died,
• If you own or co-own a business, have
has become ill, or is incapacitated.
provisions been made to transfer your
business interest? Is there a buy-sell
• Your spouse, your parents, or another family
agreement with adequate funding? Would
member has become dependent on you.
lifetime gifts be appropriate?
• There has been a substantial change in the
•
Do you own sufficient life insurance to meet
value of your assets or in your plans for their
your needs at death? Have those needs been
use.
evaluated?
• You have received a sizable inheritance or
•
Have you considered the impact of gift,
gift.
estate, generation-skipping, and income
• Your income level or requirements have
taxes, both federal and state?
changed.
This is just a brief overview of some ideas for a
• You are retiring.
periodic review of your estate plan. Each
• You have made (or are considering making) a person's situation is unique. An estate planning
change to any part of your estate plan.
attorney may be able to assist you with this
process.
Some things to review
Here are some things to consider while doing a
periodic review of your estate plan:
• Who are your family members and friends?
What is your relationship with them? What
are their circumstances in life? Do any have
special needs?
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Four Tips for Planning a Career Change

In January 2018, the median
number of years that wage
and salary workers had
been with their current
employer was 4.2 years.
Source: Employee Tenure
Summary, U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (September
20, 2018), bls.org.

Changing careers can be rewarding for many
reasons, but career transitions don't always go
smoothly. Your career shift may take longer
than expected, or you may find yourself
temporarily out of work if you need to go back
to school or can't immediately find a job.
Consider these four tips to help make the
financial impact of the transition easier.

or shifting to a new industry or job. This may
include a career counselor, a small-business
representative, a graduate school professor, or
an individual who currently holds a job in your
desired field. A financial professional can also
help you work through the economics of a
career move and recommend steps to protect
your finances.

1. Do your homework

4. Consider going back to school

Before you quit your current job, make sure that
you clearly understand the steps involved in a
career move, including the financial and
personal consequences. How long will it take
you to transition from one career to the next?
What are the job prospects in your new field?
How will changing careers affect your income
and expenses in the short and long term? Will
you need additional education or training? Will
your new career require more or fewer hours?
Will you need to move to a different city or
state? Is your spouse/partner on board?

You might be thinking about pursuing additional
education in order to prepare for your new
career. But before applying to graduate school,
ask yourself whether your investment will be
worthwhile. Will you be more marketable after
earning your degree? Will you need to take out
substantial loans?

You should also prepare a realistic budget and
timeline for achieving your career goals. If you
haven't already done so, build an emergency
cash reserve that you can rely on, if necessary,
during your career transition. It's also a good
time to reduce outstanding debt by paying off
credit cards and loans.

In your search for tuition money, look first to
your current employer. Some employers might
cover the full cost of tuition, while others may
cap reimbursement at a dollar amount.
Generally, you'll be able to exclude up to
$5,250 of qualifying educational assistance
benefits from your taxes.
In addition, it's likely that you'll have to satisfy
other requirements set by your employer to be
eligible for reimbursement benefits. These may
include, and are not limited to:

• Discussing course of study with a manager or
Assuming it's possible to do so, keep working in
supervisor prior to enrolling (and receiving
your current job while you're taking steps to
approval)
prepare for your new career. Having a stable
•
Pursuing a degree or training that is job
source of income and benefits can make the
related
planning process much less stressful.
• Maintaining a minimum grade-point average
2. Protect your retirement savings
• Working a certain length of time for the
Many people tend to look at their retirement
company before taking advantage of the
savings as an easy source of funds when
benefit
confronted with new expenses or a temporary
•
Meeting eligibility requirements for regular
need for cash. But raiding your retirement
benefits
savings, whether for the sake of convenience,
to raise capital for a business you're starting, or Check with your human resources department
to satisfy a short-term cash crunch, may
to learn more about tuition reimbursement
substantially limit your options in the future.
qualifications. Be sure to find out whether you
Although you may think you'll be able to make
can continue to work at your company while
up the difference in your retirement account
you attend school part-time.
later — especially if your new career offers a
Students attending graduate school on at least
higher salary — that may be easier said than
a half-time basis are eligible for Uncle Sam's
done. In addition, you may owe income taxes
three major student loans: the Stafford Loan,
and penalties for accessing your retirement
Perkins Loan, and graduate PLUS Loan. Also,
funds early.
at tax time, you might qualify for certain tax
3. Consult others for advice
benefits, such as the Lifetime Learning credit.
When planning a career move, consider talking For more information, see IRS Publication 970,
Tax Benefits for Education.
to people who will understand some of the
hurdles you'll face when changing professions
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The information presented here is
not specific to any individual's
personal circumstances.
To the extent that this material
concerns tax matters, it is not
intended or written to be used, and
cannot be used, by a taxpayer for
the purpose of avoiding penalties
that may be imposed by law. Each
taxpayer should seek independent
advice from a tax professional
based on his or her individual
circumstances.
These materials are provided for
general information and
educational purposes based upon
publicly available information from
sources believed to be reliable—we
cannot assure the accuracy or
completeness of these materials.
The information in these materials
may change at any time and
without notice.

Should I consider requesting a deferment or
forbearance for my federal student loans?
Did you take on a large
amount of debt to pay for
college, and are you struggling
to pay it off? If so, you are not
alone. According to the Federal Reserve, 20%
of individuals with outstanding student loans
were behind on their payments in 2017.1 You
may want to consider requesting a deferment or
forbearance if you are having difficulty keeping
up with your federal student loan payments.
Provided certain eligibility requirements are
met, both a deferment and a forbearance allow
you to temporarily stop making payments or
temporarily reduce your monthly payment
amount for a specified time period. The key
difference between the two is that with a
deferment, you may not have to pay back any
interest that accrues on the loan during the
deferment period, depending on the type of
loan you have. During a forbearance, you are
responsible for paying any accrued interest on
the loan, regardless of the type of loan you
have.
In order to obtain a deferment or forbearance,
you will need to submit a request to your loan
servicer. Most deferments and forbearances

are granted for a specific time period (e.g., six
months), and you may need to reapply
periodically to maintain your eligibility. In
addition, there is usually a limit to the number of
times they are granted over the course of your
loan. If you meet the eligibility requirements for
a mandatory forbearance (e.g., National Guard
duty), your lender is required to grant you a
forbearance.
Whenever interest accrues on a loan during a
deferment or forbearance, you can either pay
the interest as it accrues, or it can be added to
the overall principal balance of the loan at the
end of the deferment or forbearance period. It is
important to remember that if you don't pay the
interest on your loans and allow it to accrue, the
total amount you repay over the life of your loan
will be higher. As a result, you should weigh the
pros and cons of requesting a deferment or
forbearance and consider your repayment
options. For more information on your federal
student loan repayment options, visit
studentaid.ed.gov.
1

Federal Reserve, Report on the Economic
Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2017, May 2018

Can a flexible work schedule help you stay in the
workforce after having children?
Yes, it just might be the key.
Your job is the foundation for
general financial security,
including retirement. In
addition to providing you with a steady salary
and valuable employee benefits, it typically
brings with it the ability to save in a
tax-advantaged employer-sponsored retirement
plan like a 401(k), and if you're lucky, a
pension. It also allows you to start qualifying for
Social Security retirement benefits.
Women and men may start out on relatively
equal financial footing in their 20s. But when
children come along, women are much more
likely to take time out of the workforce to care
for them.1 A common refrain is "my salary
would just go to daycare costs anyway, so
what's the point?" This is often true. But it's
really not fair for one parent to assume sole
responsibility for child-care costs; it is a shared
financial responsibility that both parents should
take on.
Many women want to keep at least one foot in
the workforce after having children, not only for
financial reasons but also for career mobility
and personal fulfillment. If you'd like to keep

working but can't accommodate the traditional,
40-hour-per-week, in-office schedule, consider
requesting a modified schedule if your job
allows it. This could mean telecommuting from
home one or more days per week, having a
flexible work schedule (such as 11 a.m. to 7
p.m.), working part-time, or some combination
thereof. In many cases, a flexible work
arrangement can be the difference between
staying in the workforce or having to leave it, so
consider exploring this possibility before you
exit prematurely.
Think about what your ideal work arrangement
would be and request a meeting with your
manager to discuss your well-thought-out
proposal. This plan should include a trial period
after which both sides can come back to the
table and evaluate how things are working.
Employers are increasingly recognizing that
flexible schedules are key to having a diverse,
gender-neutral workforce. In the end, asking for
a flexible schedule might just allow you to keep
that steady salary and continue saving for
retirement.
1) U.S. Department of Labor Blog, Women and
Retirement Savings, March 2017
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